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Forward thinking
Whether it’s a funny cat video or a warning about the latest bank scam, 
it’s all too easy to pass on online messages indiscriminately, unintentionally 
upsetting those on the receiving end. The good news is that harnessing the 
psychology of why we share can help to improve our social media connections 

Many businesses, from global, billion-pound brands to garden-
shed side hustles, throw money at social media, chasing clicks, 
likes, views and comments. But what they want more than any 
of these things is that apex of approval, the share. The retweet. 
The proof that what they’ve made has legs in the real world. 

To get them, they pull out all of the stops, using tricks from 
experienced psychologists and videographers to devise highly 
relatable morsels of content. And, when you’re faced with the 
resulting hilarious meme or empowering video, why resist 
hitting that share button? Where’s the harm in that?

Unintended consequences
It’s undeniable that social media is an influential tool, and not 
just for those who have something to sell. Sharing online, be it 
a photo, news article, GIF, opinion or life update, enables you 
to reach hundreds or even thousands of people in seconds. And 
one click can snowball into an avalanche of interactions. 

But with power comes responsibility. Time and again, social 
media has been proven to be as cruel and unforgiving as it is 
cathartic and uniting. Sharing responsibly means protecting 
the wellbeing of others, yourself and your relationships. 
Social networks are finally beginning to try to minimise 
the unintended consequences of viral sharing, such as 
misinformation. In April last year, for instance, WhatsApp 
introduced a new rule to prevent mass forwarding of messages. 
If one is being repeatedly forwarded, users can only pass it on 
to one chat at one time, and a double arrow signals if the sender 
isn’t a close contact.

Inadvertently causing offence is another stumbling block. 
Arguments between the closest of family members and the 
most far-flung of strangers can flare up beneath innocuously 
shared posts. This can sometimes be harmless, tongue-in-cheek 
banter, but it can also be upsetting, ostracising and divisive. 

Durham-based clinical psychotherapist and research 
psychologist Ellie Hemingway says she sees this provocation 
happening in real life as well as online: ‘You know when you’ve 
pushed someone’s button because their reaction is almost 

childlike. They see red. You’ve hit upon one of their core values.’ 
And it’s these values, mostly formed before the age of seven, 
that provide the foundations of a person’s unique world view.

Real life vs online communication
There is, however, a major difference between button pushing 
in real life and doing it online. Ellie explains that for 100,000 
years, humans have evolved to communicate face to face: ‘A 
huge amount of the brain is devoted to picking up all sorts of 
non-verbal cues when you’re relating to someone else in real 
life.’ This constant subconscious monitoring helps two people 
work out if they’re similar and if they like each other, while 
preventing the accidental pushing of those buttons. 

In the 1960s, psychology professor Albert Mehrabian at the 
University of California developed the now-contentious 7-38-55 
communication rule, suggesting that only seven per cent of 
liking a person is discerned from the actual contents of speech. 
He proposed that 38 per cent relied on vocal cues – tone, pace 
and volume – and a massive 55 per cent on facial cues. Though 
modern studies question the accuracy of these percentages, his 
overall point stands: non-verbal cues, such as voice tone and 
body language, are inextricable to meaning during face-to-face 
communication. Yet these are invisible online. 

‘On social media, none of those cues is available. When 
deprived of face-to-face contact, communication becomes 
difficult for human beings,’ says Ellie. This is perhaps why 
arguments can seem to escalate out of nothing and nowhere. 
There’s no way of warning each other. ‘We would need to evolve 
for tens of thousands more years to be able to communicate via 
social media as effectively as in real life,’ adds Ellie.

What kind of sharer are you?
Thankfully for social media users now, there are already some 
ways to avoid inappropriate sharing and be more responsible 
online citizens. But first it helps to understand why you share 
– everyone’s different – and remember that there’s value to 
be gained from it, if you can successfully navigate the virtual 
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obstacles. The New York Times Customer Insight Group 
published a study categorising 2,500 active online sharers (from 
New York, Chicago and San Francisco) as six different personas, 
based on what motivated them to hit the share button. 

See if you relate to one or more of the following:

• Altruists. Always sharing practical information, be it a  
 link to a local news article spreading word of new roadworks  
 or a ‘Have-you-seen-this-cat?’ poster. You may be an altruist,  
 who, the study concludes, wants to be helpful. 
• Connectors. They like to make plans, primarily sharing online  
 to strengthen real-life friendships. They find discounts and  
 events that will engage people in their social networks.
• Selectives. Sharers in this category pick and choose content  
 carefully, ensuring it’s 100 per cent relevant to its recipient. 
• Careerists. Clubbing together on professional sites, they use  
 the online world to network and enhance business prospects. 
• Hipsters. The most likely to share things to build their  
 identity, content that signposts who they are and what they  
 stand for. 
• Boomerangs. This category shares anything that will provoke  
 a response from others, either because it’s controversial,  
 empowering or simply entertaining. 

Perceptual positioning
While connection and self-fulfilment are the common 
denominators, some of the personas concern Ellie: ‘They’re 
unconsciously coming from their own perspective focusing on 
“what this means to me” and not about those who’ll receive the 
content.’ That some on social media are self-absorbed might not 

be such a surprise, but it’s not a lost cause. Ellie explains that 
perceptual positioning can help offset some of the narcissism-
inducing aspects of the online world. 

‘When relating to somebody in real life, there are three ways 
you can position yourself. In the first, you’re coming from 
your own perspective, the second requires you to consider the 
situation from the other person’s aspect, and the third is when 
you assume a helicopter view. The latter is more objective and 
requires consideration of how you’re coming across as well as 
how the other person is receiving you.’

Though online sharing is usually approached from the first 
position, there’s no reason why second or third can’t also be 
accessed. ‘When someone speaks face-to-face in first position, 
they’re getting feedback from the second position via the other 
person’s non-verbal cues. There’s a lot of magic that happens 
here, almost like a dance, and this is how you know to moderate 
what you’re saying.’ 

With more consideration for the recipient of your online 
musings, you might find yourself becoming a more sociable 
sharer. None of this is to suggest, however, that it’s not okay to 
use social media for self-expression, as if it was a virtual mirror. 
That’s still a valid application, one that reminds you of who you 
are and who you want to become. 

However, if once in a while you can break away from your 
reflection, ‘climb into [someone else’s] skin and walk around  
in it’, as lawyer Atticus Finch puts it in Harper Lee’s To Kill  
a Mockingbird, that’s what sociable online sharing boils down 
to: good, old-fashioned empathy.

Words: Jenny Rowe

THINK BEFORE YOU HIT SEND

Reposition yourself
Try to see the world through the eyes and ears of the recipient. 
If you’re addressing a group or, as the case can be, everyone, this 
might feel overwhelming. Use third position to extricate yourself 
from any emotional motivations and be more objective.

Dramatise it
Account for a lack of non-verbal cues by speaking your message 
aloud in three different tones of voice before posting it. If the 
meaning changes dramatically as a result, try rewording things  
to clarify your emphasis. Emojis are your friends.

Put yourself on a pedestal
Public speaking is nerve-racking because audiences are often 
diverse, comprising parents, friends and colleagues, and you want 
to please everyone. Humans assume different roles depending on 
who they’re speaking to (see issue 32), but on social media there’s 
no single part to play. Imagine you’re on that pedestal, about to 
speak to everyone, and take out anything that might fall flat.

Less is more
Social media platforms allow us to share publicly, as well as more 
privately, in groups or to individuals. Instagram, for example, has 
enabled users to create close-friends groups for more personal 
stories. Use privacy settings wisely where they’re available.
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